[Spectrum simulation based on data derived from red tide].
The present paper utilizes the absorption data of red tide water measured during the growing and dying course to retrieve imaginary part of the index of refraction based on Mie theory, carries out the simulation and analysis of average absorption efficiency factors, average backscattering efficiency factors and scattering phase function. The analysis of the simulation shows that Mie theory can be used to reproduce the absorption property of Chaetoceros socialis with an average error of 11%; the average backscattering efficiency factors depend on the value of absorption whose maximum value corresponds to the wavelength range from 400 to 700 nanometer; the average backscattering efficiency factors showed a maximum value on 17th with a low value during the outbreak of red tide and the minimum on 21th; the total scattering, weakly depending on the absorption, is proportional to the size parameters which represent the relative size of cell diameter with respect to the wavelength, while the angle scattering intensity is inversely proportional to wavelength.